Proofs for the Max-diameter min-cut partitioning problem
B (u l ) + w l + B (u r ) + w r ≥ B(u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r > α where the first inequality follows from the inductive hypothesis and the final inequality 763 shows that we will have to cut a branch in any alternative setting. Finally, we need to 764 show that an alternative solution with A (u) = A(u) but B (u) < B(u) is not possible. 765 The inequality requires that either B (u l ) < B(u l ) or B (u r ) < B(u r ). First, consider 
If instead B (u r ) < B(u r ), similar conditions can be written, resulting in 770 B (u) = max(B(u l ) + w l , B (u r ) + w r ) ≥ B(u l ) + w l ≥ B(u r ) + w r = B(u) (5)
Thus, A(u) and B(u) are optimal when B(u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r > α. We now show that Algorithm A is correct. Let A(u) be the minimum number of 783 clusters under U all with a diameter less than α; i.e., A(o) is the objective function.
784
Algorithm A: Linear-time solution for Sum-length min-cut partitioning Input: A tree T o = (V, E) and a threshold α with minimum B(o).
787
Proof. The proof uses induction. The base case for the induction is the simple rooted 788 tree with root u and two leaves u l and u r . If w l + w r > α, the algorithm cuts the longer 789 branch, whereas if w l + w r ≤ α, no branch is cut. In both cases, the theorem holds.
790
The inductive hypothesis is that, for a node u, the algorithm has computed A(u l ),
791
A(u r ), B(u l ), and B(u r ) optimally. We need to prove that a solution other than the 792 one computed by our algorithm i) cannot have a lower number of clusters, call it A (u), 793 and ii) when A (u) = A(u), cannot have a lower distance to the farthest connected leaf, 794 call it B (u).
795
When B(u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r ≤ α, we have A(u) = A(u l ) + A(u r ) − 1, which is the 796 minimum possible by the inductive hypothesis along with the fact that the number of 797 clusters cannot decrease by more than one on node u. Also, B(u) is optimal by 798 construction.
799
When B(u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r > α, without loss of generality, assume that B(u l ) + w l ≥ B(u r ) + w r , and thus, the algorithm cuts the (u, u l ) branch, resulting in A(u) = A(u l ) + A(u r ) and B(u) = B(u r ) + w r . Note that A (u) < A(u) is only possible if A (u l ) = A(u l ) and A (u r ) = A(u r ) and we do not cut any branch at u in the alternative clustering. However, this scenario is not possible because
where the first inequality follows from the inductive hypothesis and the final inequality 800 shows that we will have to cut a branch in any alternative setting. Finally, we need to 801 show that an alternative solution with A (u) = A(u) but B (u) < B(u) is not possible. 802 The inequality requires that either
A (u) = A(u) requires A (u r ) = A(u r ) (and thus B (u r ) = B(u r )) and that 805 B (u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r < α, which is possible. Under this condition, we find
If, instead, B (u r ) < B(u r ), similar conditions can be written, resulting in
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Thus, A(u) and B(u) are optimal when B(u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r > α. 
there exists a pair of leaves that are from distinct 824 splits and are within α threshold. For any pair of non-empty sets S and S that satisfy 825 S ⊂ L a and S ⊂ L b , we have min
and min
On the other hand, which can be computed using depth-first-search, constitute a valid chain H. unique node on all the three paths a b, a j, and b j. We refer to a group of 842 leaves that share a mutual support with respect to a and b as a bubble (e.g. triangles in 843 Fig SA) . Among all bubbles branching out of a b, let the one with the closest 844 support to a be A . We name the leaf closest to a on A as a (Fig SA) .
845
We start with the observation that if d(a, b) ≤ α holds, the algorithm will never cut 846 any edge on a b. For every internal node u on a b, let v and w be the adjacent 847 nodes on a u and u b, respectively. Also, let p a be the closest leaf to u whose 848 support s(p a ) is on a u, and let p b be the closest leaf to u whose support
holds, so regardless of 850 the rooting, (v, u) and (u, w) are never cut by Algorithm 2.
851
If a chain H exists, due to the previous observation, there are no cuts on c i c i+1 852 for every 0 ≤ i ≤ m. Consequently, a and b are connected through a path and are thus 853 in the same cluster.
854
Assume Algorithm 2 places a and b on the same cluster, i.e., it does not cut any edge 855 on a b. We present a procedure to generate a chain H as described in Definition 5. 856 But we first need some definitions. We define p 0 = a and p m = b. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m , let p i 857 denote the closest leaf to p i−1 whose support s(p i ) is on p i−1 b and s(p i ) = s(p i−1 ); 858 i.e., p i is in the bubble to the right of the bubble of p i−1 . Conversely, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m , let 859 π i denote the closest leaf to p i whose support is on a s(p i−1 ); i.e., is in a bubble to 860 the left of p i . Also define π 1 = a. We can also show that every π i ∈ {p 0 . .
is not equal to one of {p 0 . . . p i−1 }, then, s(π i ) has to be on s(p j−1 ) s(p j ) for some j. 862 However, we would have
Now we construct the chain. The fact that Algorithm 2 retains (a, s(a )) indicates
therefore, we add a → p 1 to an auxiliary 865 graph H . Now, consider Algorithm 2 when it processes the node s(p i−1 ) for 1 < i. The 866 fact that the first edge on path s(p i−1 ) s(p i ) (shown in red in Fig SA) is not cut 
879
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume there is an optimal cut-set S that
880
contains an edge e i such that e i / ∈ Σ. Consider the rooting of T at e i . Denote the root 881 of this tree as v, the immediate left and right branches of v as e l and e r , and the left 882 and right child nodes of v as v l and v r . Note that the concatenation of e l and e r 883 corresponds to e i in T ; thus, e l / ∈ S j and e r / ∈ S j . When e i is removed from T , two new 884 trees form, called T l (the one containing the node v l ) and T r (the one containing the 885 node v r ). If p cuts in S are in T r , and if q cuts in S are in T l , then |S | = p + q + 1.
886
The number of cuts in S and S j are equal, and e l and e r are not cut, which implies 887 that either the tree rooted by v l or v r has an alternative clustering with one less cut. By 888 the design of Algorithm 1, if this was the case, the algorithm would have chosen the 889 alternative cut.
890

Commands and parameters
891
Ancestral state reconstruction using TreeTime. Each cluster tree is first 
